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AG.EHDA ITEl''T 33 

I IPLD iENTATIO)'T OF THE DECLARATIO!J OlT TID~ STRJ~HGTll:CiiTIFG OF HTTERNATIOr.!I.L S:CCUI\ITY: 

RLPORT OF THE ST:CRJ~TARY~G:CNERAL 

_The CH~RlffiN: In accordance with the pror,ramrne of work and the 

time-table adopted by the First Committee, we are beginnins today the 

consideration of agenda item 33, entitled 11 Implementation of the Declaration on 

the StrenP;;thening of International Security 11
• 

The Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security, it may be 

recalled, was adopted in 1970 at the twenty-fifth session of the General Assembly, 

following the submission by the Soviet Union of a proposal concerning this 

question at the previous session. 

The political importance and practical usefulness of this Declaration in 

relations among States have not failed their expectations. The Declaration not 

only solemnly reaffirmed the continued validity of the purposes and principles 

of the Charter of the United Nations but also specified and developed the ideas 

of the Charter, taking due account of the quarter-century of existence of the 

United Nations. Its adoption has been a fitting res~onse to the ever-increasing 

need to intensify efforts towards the fulfilment of the paramount objective of 

the United Nations: the maintenance of international peace and security. As one 

of the political milestones in the history of the United Nations, the Declaration 

has served well as an instrument to rmide actions of ~;!ember States. 

The item on the implementation of this Declaration has been inscribed on 

the agendas of all the consecutive sessions of the General Assembly since its 

adoption. Indeed, this is one more evidence of the international recognition 

and topicality of the principles proclaimed in it. 

Today, we can be only ~leased to see that progress has been made in the 

implementation of a number of provisions of the Declaration; their practical 

application has contributed to the consolidation of positive trends in 

international relations, thus strengthening the processes of detente. Pursuant 
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to the provisions of the Declaration, our Or~anization succeeded in worl<::ing out 

the long overdue definition of aggression. Considerable proe;ress has been 

achieved in developing international co-operation both on regional and bilateral 

planes. 

It lS exactly in the context of the provisions of the Declaration on the 

Strengthening of International Security concerning regional co-operation that 

the States of Europe, as w·ell as the United States of America and Canada, at 

their Conference on Security and Co-operation at Helsinki, unanimously adopted 

the Conference's Final Act, constituting as it does a major landmarl~ in the 

promotion of peaceful relations amonc; States and an example -vrorth taldn,g; up in 

other regions of· the -vmrld. 

Hmrever successful the efforts of the 1vorld community might have been, there 

is still much to be done in bringing the provisions of the Declaration to full 

fruition. For, some of them still await their realization. In certain areas of 

the w·orld still much ls to be desired as far as their security is concerned. But 

this is precisely -.rhy the item is discussed every year -- to sum up hoW" much vre 

have moved forward, and to map out specific steps to further enhance the cause 

of the implementation of the Declaration. 

I, therefore, believe that the First Committee -vrill give its careful 

consideration to this important item on our agenda. l"lay I express my sincere 

hope for a constructive discussion of the item, which would contribute adequately 

to the effective and full implementation of the purposes and principles of the 

Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security. 
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lir~ __ _§_'!'J'iSII:G\f~KY (Union of Soviet Socialist Il.e_!Jublic:s) (interpretation f'rom 

Russian): Every year that has elapsed since the adoption of the Declaration on 

the Strengthening of International Security has provided nevr confirmation of the 

correctness and relevance of the tasks indicated in that extremely important 

document of the United :Nations, The Declaration quite rightly has won universal 

recognition as a document of great political significance which, in strict 

compliance VIi th the United ila tions Charter, lays down the fundamental ,-suidelines 

for the efforts of States towards the stren~thening of international peace and 

security. 

In the time which has elapsed since the adoption of the Declaration far

reaching changes have occurrEd in the vrorld, and the international climate has 

substantially changeCi for the better. There has been a turn around from cold war 

and tension to detente and normalization of relations amonc~ nations with different 

social systems tovrards the development of many-sided co-operation among them. 

Everyone recognizes that the extremely important historic result of the 

efforts of all peace.,loving forces in recent years has been the easing of the 

threat of a new 1wrld war and global nuclear confrontation. The vrorld has become 

more tranquil and stable. 

It is quite clear that the policy of detente has no sensible alternative. It 

1s necessary in equal measure to all States, regardless of their social systems 

or the degree of their economic development. The process of the ir•1provement of 

the international situation is in keeping 1vi th the interests of all States and 

peoples. 

Noting all the positive achievements in recent years in international affairs, 

however" we cannot say that the purposes laid_ dmm in the Declaration on the 

Strengthening of International Security have lost any of their relevance or 

urgency. 

The danger of a world war, although it has been reduced, still continues to 

threaten mankind. The unceasing arms race constantly creates and maintains a 

material be.sis for the danger of vrar. In various parts of the world, hotbeds of 

international conflict are still smoulderine;; fraught with d<mr~erous consequences 

for peace, Colonial racist regimes, by force of arms or by deceit and intrigue 

are attempting to perpetuate their existence. In the world influential forces 
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remain at 1rork which are aL,1in::; at undern1inincz; the proe;ressi ve process of 

improvement ln international relations and are endeavourinc; to turn the vrorld 

bacl\: to the ti1;1es of fear, mistrust, anc. uncertainty about the mcrrow. Therefore 

it is extremely important for States IIero.bers of the United fat ions to be unflage;in"£ 

ln their efforts in accordance with the requirements of the Declaration on the 

Strengthening of International Security, and to do everythine; in their pmrer to 

preserve and perpetuate the results already achieved in the matter of detente and 

to strive to see to it that this process becomes irreversible. 

The position of the Soviet Union on this score has been set forth very clearl~r 

and J.1.as been developed in t.h.e decisions of the Tt·renty-Fifth Concress of the 

Communist Party of the Soviet Union uhich confirmed the progranme for the further 

struggle for international peace and co-operation for freedom and independence of 

peoples which has become lmmrn to all. The General Secretary of the Central 

Committee of the CPSU, Comrade Brezhnev, in his statement at the Congress, stressed 

that the Soviet Union -vrill, and I quote, :: . • . do everythin,c; in its power to 

intensify international detente and to embody it in concrete forE'.S of mutually 

advantageous co-operation among States ;1
• 

It is precisely from this point of departure that the Soviet Union views the 

question of the implementation of the Declaration on the Strengthenine; of 

International Security. Ti1e consistent struggle based on principle for the 

strengthenine; of international peace and security is being -vraged by the socinlist 

countries and this is somethinr; which has been demonstrated once ar-ain by the 

results of the Conference of the Political Consultative Committee of the States 

members of the Harsaw Treaty in Bucharest, on 25--26 November this year. This 

Conference considered a broad range of urgent topics in the further struggle for 

the intensification of international detente and the strenr;thenin~ of security and 

co~operation in ~~urope, and indicated a broad programrtJ.e of further measures alone; 

these lines. 

The States parties to the \Iarsmr Treaty "\Jere fin11~y in favour of the cessation 

of the arms race and disarmament, and declared their 1-rish and readiness actively 

an<l constructively to co-operate -vri th all States in achieving these exceptionally 

important goals which face mankind. 

They noted in particular that they attached great significance to talks on 

the reduction of armed forces and arruaments in Central l.:urope and that they -vrere 

ready to ltlal>:e further efforts to achieve a mutually acceptable agreement on these 

topics. 
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In order to eliminate the threat of nuclear war the States parties to the 

Harsaw Treaty produced an extremely important proposal. They proposed to all 

States signatories of the Final Act of the Conference on Security and Co-operation 

in Europe that they conclude a treaty providing for the assumption by all States 

parties to that Conference of the obligation not to be the first to use nuclear 

arms against each other on land, at sea or in outer space. 'I'his obligation, under 

the draft treaty, would apply not only to the territory of States but also to their 

armed forces in whatever part of the world they may be found. States parties to 

the Bucharest Conference expressed the hope that this proposal of theirs would be 

welcomed by other States parties to the Conference on Security and Co-operation 

in Europe. 

In the declaration adopted the States parties to the \,Tarsm-1 Treaty also 

proposed concrete measures designed to extend comprehensive co-operation in 

accordance with the provisions of the Fieal Act of the Conference on Security and 

Co-operation in Europe in the economic, cultural, education and information 

fields, as well as ln contacts among people. 

The Soviet Union has always striven to see to it that the process of 

detente not only is intensified but is also extended to cover the whole planet. 

Peace and reliable security shoul~ be brought within the reach of all continents, 

all countries, all peoples. It is precisely this which is the goal of the States 

~.'[embers of the United Nations in approving the Declaration on the Strengthening of 

International Security. 

In this Declaration, as we know, there is enshrined the principle of non-use 

of force or the threat of force ln relations between States in accordance with 

the United 1Jations Charter, as one of the fundamental principles of relations 

among States. The strict and universal embodiment of this principle and its 

implementation, its conversion into an unshakeable law of international relations 

without any doubt would be a major step towards the strengthening of international 

security and further consolidation of international detente and its extension 

throughout the world. The Soviet Union was guided by precisely these 

considerations when it put fonmrd the proposal for the conclusion of a world 

treaty on the non-use of force in international relations. The preparation and 

conclusion of such a treaty would UnQuestionably strengthen the security of all 
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States and international security as a wholeJ and the fruits of detente would 

become accessible to the peoples of all continents. 

The question of concluding a treaty has been broadly and thoroughly discussed 

at the present session of the General Assembly; it was first taken up in the First 

Committee and then the legal aspects of the matter were considered in the Sixth 

Comraittee. This made it possible for delegations to familiarize themselves 

thoroughly with the proposal on the conclusion of a treaty on the non-use of 

force and to become acquainted with the details of the matter. As a result the 

General Assembly approved the idea of the conclusion of a treaty and appealed to 

Member States to study the draft treaty submitted by the Soviet Union and to give 

their views and ideas on the subject so as to continue the discussion of this 

item at the thirty--second session. Accordingly, in essence, a beginning has been 

made in the process of producing a treaty by the collective efforts of States. 

The Soviet Union is ready to take part in talks on concrete provisions of this 

treaty in order to achieve general agreement. 

In order further to strengthen international security, we must focus our 

efforts on resolving the most ur2;ent and important task of the day, that is, the 

cessation of the e.rms race and the bringing about of disarmament. He cannot 

forever rrmintain a situation where political detente in the world and at the same 

time the process of the accumulation of all possible types of weapons and the 

development of new types of weapons are pursuing parallel courses. All States of 

the world must make new efforts to eliminate this discrepancy, which is fraught 

with such dangerous consequences for our planet. The Soviet Union for its part is 

making such efforts. 

The thirty-first session of the General Assembly had before it the 

memorandum of the Soviet Union on questions of ending the arms race and disarmament 

(A/31/ ~3:). This comprehensive document contains the concrete vievs of the USSR 

on the lines along which our efforts to combat the arms race should be directed 

primarily and ho-vr to find some way of approaching the solution of the most 

important problems or to bring the solution of these problems to a logical 

conclusion. The programme of the limitation of armaments and disarmament 

proposed ln the memorandum takes into account the vievs of many States. It 

contains substantively new· elements designed to deal with certain difficult, 
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unresolved issues. The Soviet Union lS ready either to implement immediately 

all the measures provided for in the memorandmn or to begin with some of them, 

proceeding step by step from one to another, 

The range of proposed measures is extremely broad. \!e have the proposal for 

steps to be taken for nuclear disarmament, gradually moving from the cessation of 

the nuclear arms race to the total elirnination of nuclear armaments. He have the 

proposal to come to an agreement on the total cessation of all nuclear tests and 

the adoption of further measures to strengthen the regime of the non-proliferation 

of nuclear weapons. The memorandum proposes the conclusion of an ac;reement on 

the prohibition and destruction of chemical weapons and the prohibition of the 

creation of new types and systems of weapons of mass destruction. The USSTI is 

also proposine; that talks be held on the reduction of armed forces and 

conventional armaments and the reduction of military bude;ets and proposes that 

new efforts be made to eliminate military bases on foreign territory. It also 

proposes the early convening of a world disarmament conference in order 

comprehensively and radically to consider and resolve the problems of the 

cessation of the arms race and disarmament. The Soviet Union has expressed its 

readiness to accommodate the vievrs of the States of the Indinn Ocean in order 

to facilitate the conversion of that ocean into a peace zone and has confirmed 

the proposal to come to an agreement with the United States on the withdrawal 

from the Mediterranean of Soviet and United States vessels and submarines 

carrying nuclear arms. In supportine; its proposals on disarmament by deeds, the 

Soviet Union has recently once again reduced its military budget. The wide

ranc;ine; and busineSS··-like discussion on questions of disarmament which has just 

been concluded in the First Committee last week confirms the vrish of an absolute 

majority of 1-1ember States of the United Nations to place limits as soon as 

possible on the arms race and to proceed to the implementation of measures of 

genuine disarmament. It also revealed the growing understanding by States of 

the objective fact that it is precisely the continuation of the arms race which 

is making more difficult the solution of the problems of the developing 

countries" the elimination of their economic lag and the transfer to development 

purposes resources which are being spent on armaments at the same time it is 

aggravating the economic disturbances which are being experienced by the 

developed capitalist countries. 
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The First Committee has adopted a number of resolutions which can facilitate 

a cessation of the arms race and disarmament. Hembers of the Committee are well 

m..rare of these decisions. It is now our task to achieve the implementation of the 

decisions adopted. It seems to us that the mood of Member States on questions of 

disarmament should be reflected ln a resolution which the General Assembly would 

adopt on the question of the strengthening of international security. 

In order to strengthen international security and to implement the provisions 

of the declaration on this question there must be consistent efforts to eliminate 

existing military Lotte:ds which create the potential threat of war in various 

parts of the 1wrld. It is precisely for this reason that the Soviet Union has 

constantly espoused the idea of a just and total settlement of the Middle Bast 

conflict. Such a settlement requires the withdrawal of all Israeli troops from 

the Arab territories occupied in 1967 and the implementation of the inalienable 

rights of the Palestinian Arab people, includinc; its right to the creation of its 

own State, the assurance of the rie;ht to an independent existence of all States of 

the area, including Israel and the cessation of the state of war between the Arab 

States in question and Israel. These questions should form the asenda of the 

Geneva Peace Conference on the Middle East and the work of this body should be 

resumed as soon as possible with the participation of the Palestine Liberation 

Ore;anization. 
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It is becoming increasingly ap}:;arent that there is an urt:;ent need to eliminate 

the dangerous hotbeds of tension in the Lastern ~·lediterranean and to settle the 

Cyprus probleLl by guaranteeing the sovereic;nty, independence and territorial 

intee;ri ty of Cyprus in accordance with the c1ecisions of the United i'Jations. 11.11 

foreign troops should be evacuated from the territory of Cyprus and internal 

problems of the country should be resolved by the Cypriots themselves, due account 

-being taken of the interests of both the Greek and Turkish communities. 

'I'he strengthening of international security undoubtedly would be served by a 

peaceful solution of the Korean problem in accordance with the fundamental 

aspirations of the Korean peo:9le by the withdrawal from South I(orea of all foreign 

troops and the peaceful democratic reunification of the country without any 

outside interventiono 

'lhe Soviet Union believes it is necessary actively to continue the search for 

ways of strengthening peace and security on the Asian continent as a most essential 

constituent element of the struc;t:;le for the strengthening of international 

securityo The question of strenc;thenine; security in Asia, on the basis of the 

joint efforts of the States of that continent, is becoming yearly more important 

and urgent and is attractine; the attention of a gro1ving nrunber of States of the 

area. This question is on the azenda of international political bodies and a1-raits 

a solutiono 

One of the most important international tasks of today, the solution of Hhich 

would promote the i111plementation of the Declaration on the Strengthening of 

International Security, is the elimination of all the remnants of the system of 

colonial oppression, vlhich is detrimental to the equality and independence of 

peOilles, anc~ the elimination of hotbeds of colonialism and racism. Any attempts 

to revitalize or preserve colonial racist domination in various parts of the world 

can only complicate the international situation and sovr the seeds of nevr 

international conflictso 

In so far as concerns the Soviet Union, we shall continue to provide support 

and assistance to the peoples of Zimbab1ve, Namibia and South Africa in their 

struggle ae;ainst the racist regimes, auartheid, and neo-colonialist plots and ln 

favour of the implei'lentation of United Nations decisions for the elimination of 

colonialism and racism. 
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Recently in -vrorld affairs the problem of the restructuring of international 

econcmic relations has been acquiring crovrin:; irnportance. 'Chis problel1l has novr 

becoltle urgent and is affecting political relations among States 0 The Soviet Union 

supports the just demands of the developing countries that an enrl_ be put to 

discrimination and artificial barriers to international trade and that all 

r,lanifestations of inequality o -~iktat, and exploitation in international econcmic 

relations be eliminated. The sooner progress is achieved by States in ceasine; t1w 

arllls race and tringin13; about disan11ament and Ure strenc;thenin0 of international 

security and peace, the more quicl:ly this problen 1-rill be sol vecl 0 

These are some of the questions which the Soviet delegation 1-ranted to touch 

upon in connexion with the discussion of the situation cone erning the implementation 

of the Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security. 

Our delegation believes that as a result of the discussion of this item at 

this session" steps should be taLen to facilitate the strengthening of the process 

of international detente, its intensification ancl its extension to all parts of 

the vrorldo The General Assembly, in our vie1v, should recomr,lenC:1_ such ineasures as 

vrould promote the efforts of States to use more fully the possibilities offered 

by t11e United l'fations for the further consolidation of international peace and 

security and favourable conditions of international detente. This session of the 

General Assembly ··· and the decisions tal;:_en at it on a number of important topics 

demonstrate the increased political possibilities of the United Hations and the 

high level of activity and sense of responsibility of the majority of riember States" 

He 1r.ust analyse the steps which are being taken by States ln order to implement 

the Declaration and recommend new, concrete measures for the further imlJlementation 

of all its provisionso 

\.Je would liLe to express our conviction, that the Assembly, as a result of a 

business--lil,:e, constructive consideration of the question of the implementation of 

the Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security, -vrill make an 

i111portant contribution to the further development and strengthening of the process 

of detente and will give it an irreversible character. 

l·lr. SHID ( Czechoslovahia): The imple1:1entation of the Declaration on the 

Streuc;thening of International Security justly remains the focus of our attentiono 
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'J'he \·rhole devclonnent durino; the past year he.s clearly proved that the peace-loving 

na.tions are ever 1nore m·rare of the ii·lportance ancl the problems connected l·rith ~he 

f:>trencthening of international security and peace in the world no-vr under discussion. 

'l'r1ese ques·Gions uere also discussed this June by the Conference of turopean 

Com;nunists anc~ Horl:ers Parties, held in the capital of the German Democratic 

::;epublic 0 Derlin. The Conference of 1:on··Ali~ned Countries held in Colombo this 

Auc:us t also concentrated its attention on tl10se questions. So diu the Sertember 

session of the world Conference on the 'I'ennination of the Armaments Hace, on 

Disarnament ancL Detente held i-c1 l;~elsinki. 

'}_'he c"cis cuss ion of these questions at ea.ch year· s session ln the United nations 

General Assembly J_:::Jresents us with the opportunity to consider which of the urgent 

probleLls calls for our 2.ttent ion and to ':ive accounts of the corr1rnon efforts for the 

strengthening of international peace and security in the world. Pondering over 

the J'ast ye,ctr) the ma.jority of delegations have noteo durin.'; the course of the 

~;eneral debate of this session of the General AsseJ.ably) that the process of detente 

lS the reality of our times, that v.re have succeeded in broadening detente) in spite 

of its obstacles, that the trencc for peace has sir•lply 110 other alternatives. 

Similarly, as other delec;ations, the Czechosloval;_ dele[;ation considers the 

Declaration on the Strene;thenint; of International Security a significant docuHent 

orientating the development of international relations and tbe lesseninc; of 

international ;JOlitical tension and r~mtually beneficial cO··operation of States w·ith 

different social systems in the interests of peace, security and the welfare of 

nations. 

Durinc; the period which has elapsed since the last United "lations General 

Asse111bly, outstandinc~ successes have bee11 achieved in the effort to make the 

peaceful coexistence of States v.rith different social systems a recoc:nized form of 

international relations. A sie:;nificant contribution to this positive development 

has been the application of the conclusions of the Conference on Security anu 

Co -operation in Lurope, which has refiresentecl a very important step touards the 

fulfilment of the principles of peaceful coexistence, the strengthening of security 

and towards the expansion of equal co ·operation ru;1ong States in li:urope anCi the 

whole v.ror ld. 
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The results of that Conference represent the victory of the common sense, and 

everyone who is concerned \·rith peace and security on our planet is benefitinG f:cvn• 

it. It would, however> be a great mistalce to say that detente has reachec~ such a 

point that no further intensive efforts are required and that the struggle for 

peace need no longer be pursued. It is essentia.l and imperative to proceed forward 

on the road to the strengtheninc; of international security and to pave it with an 

ever increasing number of deeds. 
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The Czechoslovak Socialist Hepublic is quite aware of that, and I tak.e the 

liberty of emphasizin:; from this platform the fact that this req_uirement is 

beiw; fully impleJnented in our forei,zn policy. The fifteenth Congress of the 

CoE1J1iUnist Party of Czechosloval:ia t~lis spring unaminously stressed that we will 

consistently continue to follo-vr the present trend of our foreign policy to 

saiecuard the results achieved in detente and to strive for the consistent 

application of the principle of peaceful coexistence in co--operation with other 

countries. He have, therefore, also w-elcomed the further elaboration of the 

peace _;Jro2,ramme by the t~-renty-·fifth Congress of the Connnunist Party of the Soviet 

Union. It enables us, to~ether with the Soviet Union and the other socialist 

coui.Ytries, to continue to furt~1er strengthen international security in accordance 

uith the interests and desires of ti1e Czechoslovak people. 

'I'he positive results achieved by Czechoslovak foreie,n policy derive fron 

our successes in all spheres of the development of society in our country, 

international eco:t;J.Olity, internal policy, social relations, science ancl culture. 

'.Chis has again been confirmed by the elections to the representative organs of 

the Czechoslovak Socialist Tiepublic held this October, which :manifested the 

1.:-ncnirwus 'Jill ana determination of our citizens to continue alone; the path laid 

clo-vm by the fifteenth Congress •f the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia in order 

that not only the present generation but also future generations can live in 

peace. 

'l.'he proposals submitted at the current session of the United Nations General 

Assembly by the Soviet Union have confirmed the consistent application of the 

principle of peaceful foreign policy. 'rhe Czechoslovak Socialist I\epublic has 

fully supported the proposal for the ccncl'.lsion of a >mrld treaty on the non--use 

of force in international relations and the memoranclum on questior.s of ending 

the arms raee and disarmament. TLe draft resolution on the conclusion of a >mrld 

treo.ty on t~1e non--use of force in international relations adopted by the United 

1!ations General -'~ssembly represents a success for the forces of peace and the 

sup:;_:Jorters of further detente. 'rhe sic,nificance and timeliness of the Soviet 

proposal has been stressed in the cliscussion on this q_uestion. This is 

understandable, because the adherents to the future treaty >-rill have to undertal<;:e 

to settle their disputes solely bu peaceful means in order to avoid threatening 
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international peace and security. The resolution adopted attests to the ever

increasing avareness by countries that the conclusion of a world treaty on the 

non---use of force in international relations would represent an important step 

forward on the road bringing the world nearer to the ti:me -vrhen the dane;er of -.rar 

and ac;r;ression could be excluded once and for all. The conclusion of such a 

treaty would no doubt have a significant influence on further improvement of the 

atmosphere in relations among States in the world anc..l create the prerequisites 

for the solution of COl11plex international problems. 

It has been stressed many times that further strenc;thening of international 

security is not possible vithout gradual achievement of concrete results in 

tl1e field of disarmament negotiations. The Czechoslovak Socialist Hepublic, 

toc;ether >vith the ot!.1er socialist countries, has been actively participating ln 

disarmm11ent negotiations, both in the United Hat ions and the Conference of the 

Cmmnittee on Disarmament at Geneva and in the Vienna talks on the !'eduction of 

arllleJ. forces and armaments in Central ~urope. Our participation in those 

nec;otiations is an expression of our deep conviction that the world needs to live 

in peace without fear of war or nuclear death. 

He are of the opinion that a l·rorld disarmarr:ent conference would be a most 

sic:;nificant event on the road to-vrards disarmal11ent, and thus towards t.i1e 

strengthening of international security. In order to brine; about the convocation 

of such a conference, which is favoured by the overwhelminc; l1mjority of lle,:tbers 

of our Ore;anization, it is, in our opinion, necessary to continue purposefully 

with nec;otiations on illlportant partial steps. '.Chat is why we also fully support 

the conclusion of a convention on the prohibition of military or any other hostile 

use of environmental modification techniques, the proposal on the prohibition of 

the development and manufacture of nev types of weapons of mass destruction and 

new systems of such weapons and the prohibition of che111ical >reapons, these steps 

would move the issue of disarmament substantially forward. 

The question of tlle complete and general prohibition of nuclear--ueapon tests 

has YJmjor significance for progress in disarmament. \'!e consider tlmt this question 

can be solved only by negotiations with the participation of all nuclear Powers, 

as requested by the United i.-lations General Assembly at last year 1 s session in its 

resolution 347G (XXX) and reaffirmed this year. Ue also bear in mind the fact that 
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armaments not only increase the danc;er of confli<.:ts but also consume vast material 

means. It is well knmm that today world expenditures for military purposes are 

.5 times higher than health-care expenditures> 1.5 times higher than spending on 

education and 30 ti1nes higher than the total economic assistance rendered to the 

developing countries by the economically developed States. 

The importance of further realization of the aims laid down in the 

Declaration on the Strengthening of O:nternational Security is confirmed by the 

fact that, in spite of the present positive trend, there are still urgent 

problen1s and crisis situations in the world posing a serious danf,er to world 

pet:'l.ce and security. Retrograde forces opposing detente and wishing to plunge the 

v:orld back into the cold war era continue to influence international life. 

Czechoslovakia, toe;ether with the whole progressive world, highly appreciates the 

Soviet proposals aimed at the re111oval of the hotbeds of tension and the 

broadening of co-operation among countries, irrespective of the different social 

systems. 

The strengthening of peace and international security urgently requires that 

everything possible should be clone to solve today 1 s pressing problems, 

particularly the crisis situativn in the Middle East. Therefore, we consider as 

very urgent the renewal of the negotiations at the Geneva Peace Conference with 

the participation of all interested parties" including the Palestine Liberation 

Organization (FLO). Fe favour the normalizaticn of the situation in Lebanon 

without delay. All internal problems of this country have to be solved by 

peaceful means and by the Lebanese themselves, with respect for the legitimate 

rights and interests of the Palestinian people represented by the FLO. A speedy 

and peaceful reunification of lCorea and the consistent application of the 

Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples 

adopted in 1960 would also contribute to further stren~theninn' of international 

securi t~r. 

He stand firmly on the side of the nations endeavouring to bring about the 

complete liquidation of all remnants of colonialism, racism and neo--colonialism. 

The present international situation not only makes possible the attainment of that 

goal but, particularly in the region of South Africa, forthrightly calls for it. 
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He therefore welcome the results of the recent Conference of Heads of State or 

Government of Non--Alis;ned Countries held at Colombo, vhich vre consider a 

significant contribution to the strengthening of international security. 'l'he 

policy of the non-aligned countries, which is directed against imperialism, 

colonialism and neo-colonialism, racism and aggression and towards the safe[~l~rding 

of lasting peace under conditions of independence, is becoming an increasingly 

important factor in international affairs. 
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The Czechoslovak Socialist Republic has vital interest in mutually beneficial 

econo1nic, scientific, technological and cultural co-operation with all countries in 

accordance with the conclusions of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in 

~urope, in the strict respect for and application of the agreed principles of 

federations RT!1onr: States. Further deepening of co-operation in the fields of 

energy, transport and living environment sie;nify an important step in the 

illlplementation of the Final Act. Therefore, we are in full accord with the 

proposals of the Soviet Cnicn on the convocation of all-European congresses on those 

questions. J.viutually beneficial economic, scientific and technological co-operation 

of all States regardless of their social systems will bring the participating 

parties not only material benefits but 1-rill likewise contribute to the 

strengthening of international trust and cl.cse co-operatior. of States. Unswerving 

and systematic endeavour of the socialist countries for the strengthening of 

international peace and security has been expressed ln a particularly significant 

way at the meeting of the Politi cal Advisory Committee of the vlarsaw Treaty in 

Bucharest, held on 25 and 26 Hovember of this year. The leading representatives of 

States parties to the 1.Tarsaw Treaty agreed at that meeting that life urgently needs 

further enhancement of the efforts aimed at the strengthening of peace in Europe 

and the whole world and, bearing tJ.1is in 111ind, they proposed that all States 

sirnatories of the r':inal Ac:t in Helsinki undertake not to be the first ones to use 

nuclear Wt'a:pons against each other. An appropriate draft treaty has already been 

worked out and forwarded to the respective Governments 

Helsinki Conference -- for their consideration. 

participants of the 

Czechoslovakia nas been developing co-operation with States with different 

social systems in the spheres of contacts ffinong people and exchange of information 

and has also attained goocl results in co-operation pertaining to culture, science 

and education. He are for increased tourism, for co-operation in the fields of 

press, :"i"ms, theatre, television, literature, music, education, and for the 

solution of progress of divided families. The results achieved in that respect ln 

the past year show that quite a lot has been done. For example, millions of o:ur 

citizens travelled abroad anu millions of tourists visited our country. A nmnber 

of operational protocols have been signed in addition to the existing cultural 

agreements with the non-socialist States. In the past two years alone we have 

published 500 translations, screened 380 feature and 120 short films from the 
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non-socialist countries and installed 240 exhibitions from abroac. Czechoslovak 

television in 1975 showed a total of 414 films froc11 Hestern countries. 'l'his 

likewise we consider our contribution to the strengthening of international 

co- •peration and we believe that a similar attitude on the part of the lvestern 

countries will also be taken to our cultural achievements. 

The safeguarding of international peace and security is the most important 

principle embodied in the United Nations Charter. That is the reason why we 

consider it necessary to invigorate the significance and effectiveness of the 

United Nations Organization in the struggle for world peace and security on the 

basis of strict application of the provisions of the Charter. !viy Government is of 

the opinion that there are many possibilities to further enhance the effectiveness 

of the Organization without the revision of the Charter, that is, ways to promote 

the strengthening of international security. Sie;nificant documents have been 

worked out on the basis of the Charter concerning international security, struggle 

against colonialism, racism, apartheid and so on. YJe believe that it would 

strengthen the United Nations if the principles of sm:,1e important declarations, 

among the:,n the Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security now under 

discussion, were made legally binding international instruments on the same basis 

as the United Nations Charter. 

When we take stock of the past year 1 s development in the world we can see that 

in spite of existing problems, it is favourable for the continuing strengthening of 

peace and international security in accordance with the Declaration. The whole 

course of world events convincingly shows that the worl~ is truly changing and that 

it is changing for the benefit of peace-loving countries and freedom-loving mankind. 

~Je are firmly convinced that mankind will proceed on the way of further strengthenint; 

of peace, security of nations and international co-operation. It would, I am sure, 

be the wish of all progressive mankind if in our deliberations on the implementation 

of the Declaration on the Strengthenin12; of International Security at the next 

thirty-second session of the United Nations General Assembly we could submit further 

positive results. 

The CHAifu\llAN: Since no other delegation wishes to take the floor at this 

stage, I should like to make some suggestions concerning the organization of work. 
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As the members of the Committee are aware, in accordance with the decision taken 

at our 2nd meeting on 5 October, we have to finish the work of the Committee by 

Friday next~ 10 December. Consequently, I would suggest that we close the list of 

speakers in the general discussion on agenda item 33 now under consideration on 

vJednesday at 12 noon~ that is, the day after tomorrow; set a deadline for the 

submission of draft resolutions at 6 p.m. on the same day, Wednesday, 8 December; 

finish the general discussion by Thursday, 9 December; and devote our Friday 

meeting or Hleetings, as the need may be, to the adoption of the draft resolution 

or resolutions. 'I'hus, we could conclude the work of the Committee on time. day I 

take it that the Committee is in agreement with the suggestions that I have just 

made. 

As I hear no objection, it is so decided. 

It was so decided. 

The meeting ruse at ll. 45 a.m. 




